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NONLINEAR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES
AND FIXED POINT THEOREMS

SEHIE PARK AND ILHYUNG KIM

1. Introduction
P. Hartman and G. Stampacchia [6J proved the following theorem

in 1966: If I: X ~ Rn is a continuous map on a compact convex
subset X of Rn, then there exists xQEX such that <lxQ, XQ-X> ~O
for all x E X. This remarkable result has been investigated and gene
ralized by F. E. Browder [lJ, [2J, W. Takahashi [9J, S. Park [BJ
and others. For example, Browder extended this theorem to a map I
defined on a compact convex subset X of a topological vector space E
into the dual space E* ; see [2, Theorem 2J. And Takahashi extended
Browder's theorem to closed convex sets in topological vector space;
see [9, Theorem 3J.

In Section 2, we obtain some variational inequalities, especially,
generalizations of Browder's and Takahashi's theorems. The generaliza
tion of Browder's is an earlier result of the first author [BJ.

In Section 3, using Theorem 1, we improve and extend some known
fixed point theorems. Theorems 4 and B improve Takahashi's results
[9, Theorems 5 and 9J, respectively. Theorem 4 extends the first
author's fixed point theorem [B, Theorem BJ (Theorem 5 in this
paper) which is a generalization of Browder [1, Theroem IJ. TheoremB
extends Theorem 9 which is a generalization of Browder [2, Theorem 3J.

Finally, in Section 4, we obtain variational inequalities for multi
valued maps by using Theorem 1. We improve Takahashi's results
[9, Theorems 21 and 22J which are generalizations of Browder [2,
Theorem 6J and the Kakutani fixed point theorem [7J, respectively.
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2. Variational inequalities

Throughout this paper, we assume that a topological space is Haus
dorff and a topological vector space is real. Let us start with the
following useful theorem. We deduce this from the Brouwer fixed
point theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topological
vector space E and f a real valued function on xxx satisfying:

(i) For each yEX,- the function f(x, y) of x is lower semicontinuous;
(ii) for each xEX, the function f(x, y) of y is quasi-concave; and
(iii) f(x, x) :S;;c for all xEX with some real number c.
Then there exists an xoEX such that f(xo, y):S;;c for all yEX.

Proof. Suppose that for each xEX, there exists yEX such that
f(x,y»c. Then for each yEX, the set Uy={XEX: f(x,y»c} is
open by (i), and {Uy } yEX is a cover of X. Since X is compact, there
exists a finite family {Yh Y2, .•., Yn} such that {UyiL"=l covers X. Let
{f3h tk, "', f3n} be a partition of unity subordinated to this subcover.
Then each f3i is a continuous map of X into [0,1J which vanishes

outside Uyo, while ±f3i(X) =1 for all xEX. For each i satisfying f3i(X)
.. ;=1

:#=0, x lies in Uyi, so that f(x, Yi) >c. By (ii) we have
"f(x, .E f3i(X)Yi»C

;=1

for all x EX. Define a continuous map p of X into the convex hull of
{Yh Y2, ... , Yn} by

p(x) = t f3i(X)Yi'
i=1

Since the convex hull of {Yh Y2, .•. , Yn} is a compact convex subset of
X which lies in a finite dimensional subspace of E, by the Brouwer

"fixed point theorem, we have Xl EX such that XI=P(XI) = 1:: f3i(XI)Yi.
i=l

Hence we have
"c~f(Xh Xl) =f(Xh .E f3i(XI)Yi»C,

i=1

which is a contradiction.

Theorem 1 improves Takahashi [9, Lemma 1J. From Theorem 1,
we obtain the following due to Fan [5J by setting g(x, Y)=f(x,x)
- f(x, y) on XXX.
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COROLLARY 1. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topolo
gical vector space E and f a real valued continuous furu:tion on XXX
such that for each x E X, the function f (x, y) of y is quasi-convex.
Then there exists xoEX such that f(xo, xo) ~f(xo. y) for all yEX.

Let X be a convex subset of a vector space E over R. For each
xEX, the inward and outward sets of X at x, Ix (x) and Ox(x),
are defined as follows:

Ix (x) : = {x+r(u-x) EE : uEX, r>O},
Ox(x): = {x-r(u-x) EE : uEX, r>O}.

If E is a topological vector space, the closures of Ix(x) and Ox(x)
are denoted by l x (x) and Ox(x), respectively. In the sequel, W(x)
denotes either lxex) or Ox(x).

In [8J, the first author obtained the following result by using
Corollary 1.

COROLLARY 2. [8J Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a
topological vector space E and f a real valued continuous function on XXE
such that for each xcX, the function f(x, y) of y is convex. Then
there exists an xoEX such that f(xo, xo) ~fexo, y) for all yElx(xo).

By using this, the first author proved the following:

THEOREM 2. [8J Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a
topological vector space E and f a continuous map of X into E*. Then
there exists an xoEX such that <fxo, xo-y) ~O for all yE W(xo).

In particular, if E is locally convex and W(xo) is replaced by X,
then Theorem 2 reduces to Browder [2, Theorem 2J. In [9, Theorem
3J, Takahashi generalized Browder [2, Theorem 2J to closed convex
sets in topological vector spaces. In the following theorem, we improve
Takahashi's result. Let H, X be nonempty subsets of a topological

vector space E. We put BHX=Xn H-X and IHX=X n (BHX)c where
A is the closure of AcE and N is the complement of A.

THEOREM 3. Let H be a closed convex subset of a topological vector
space E and f a continuous map of H into E*. If there exists a compact
convex subset X of H such that IHX*ifJ and for each zEBHX, there is
uoEIHX with <fz, z-uo)~O, then there exists x*EH such that
<fx*, y-x*) ~O for all yEIH(x*).
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Proof. By Theorem 2, there exists x*EX such that <fx*, y-x*>~O
for all yElx(x*). If x*EIHX, for each yEH, we can choose
-l (0 < -l <1) so that x=x*+-l(y-x*) lies in X since the map pO) =
x*+-l(y-x*) is continuous. Then y=x*+ (x-x*)/ -l lies in Ix(x*).
Hence we obtain <fx·*, y-x*> ~o for all yEH. If x*EBHX, by the
hypothesis, there exists uoEIHX with <fx*, x*-uo> ~O. Since
<fx*, x-x*>~O for all xEX, it follows that

<fx*, x-uo>~O

for all xEX. Since uoEIHX, for each yEH there exists -l CO<-l<l)
such that x=uo+-l(y-uo) EX. Hence

O~<fx*, x-uo>=A<fx*, y-uo>
and consequently <fx*, y-uo> ~o for all yEH. Since uoEX implies
<fx*, uo-x*> ~O, we obtain <fx*, y-x*> ~o for all yEH. For yE
IH(x*) \H, y=x*+r(u-x*) for some uEH, r>l. So <fx*, y-x*>
=r<fx*, u-x*>~O. Hence <fx*, y-x*>:2::0 for all yEIH(x*).

3. Fixed point theorems

In this section, using Theorem 1, we improve and extend some
known fixed point theorems.

THEOREM 4. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topologi
cal vector space E and f a continuous map of X into E. Then, either
there exists yoEX such that Yo and fyo cannot be separated by a con
tinuous linear functional, or there exist xoEX and gEE* such that

g(xo~fxo) < 0 ~ inf g(xo-y).
yEW(",,)

Proof. Suppose that for each xEX, there exists hEE* such that
h(x- fx)<O. Setting Uk= {xEX : h(x-fx)<O} for each hEE*, we
have a cover {Uk } kEE* of X. Since X is compact, there exists a finite
family {hI> h2, ... , hn } such that {Uli>L~l covers X. Let L8I> f32, ..., f3n}
be a partition of unity subordinated to this subcover. Define a real
valued function p on XXE by

"p(x, y) =L: f3i(x)hi(x-y).
;=1

Then, by Corollary 2, there exists Xo E X such that
"p(xo, y) =L: f3i(XO) hi (xo-y) ~p(xo, xo) =0

i=l

for all yElx(xo). On the other hand, we have
"

P(xo,fxo)=L: A(xo) hi (xo-fxo) <0.
;=1
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By putting g= 1:; f3i (xo) hi, we obtain the desired result for inward
;::=1

case.
For outward case, define a continuous map f': X-E by f'x=2x-fx.

Then, by the preceding inward case, either there exists yoEX such
that Yo and f' Yo cannot be separated by a continuous linear functional,
or there exist XoEX and g' EE* such that g' (xo-I'xo) < 0 ~
inf g' (xo-z). The first alternative implies that Yo and fyo cannot be
%e1x (%0)

separated by a continuous linear functional. Suppose that the second
one holds. For any yE Ox (xo) , z=2xo- y lies in Ix (xo). Then we
have

(-g') (xo-fxo) = (-g') (f' xo-xo) =g' (xo- f' xo)<O
~g' (xo-z) =g' (y-xo) = (-g') (xo-y)

for any yEOx(xo), and hence for any yEOx(xo). By putting g= -g',
we obtain the desired result for outward case.

Theorem 4 improves Takahashi [9, Theorem 5J. As a consequence
of Theorem 4, we have the following:

THEOREM 5. [8J Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a
topological vector space E having sufficiently many linear functionals and
f a continuous map of X into E. If for each xEX, there exists .:l<l
with .:lx+(l-.:l)fxE W(x), then f has a fixed point.

Proof. Suppose f has no fixed point. By Theorem 4 there exist
xoEX and gEE* such that

g(xo-fxo) < 0 ~ inf g(xo-y).
"Ewe.,.,)

For this xo, we can choose A<l with Yo: =Axo+ (l-A)fxoE W(xo).
Hence we have

g(xo-fxo) <O~g(XO-Yo)= (l-l)g(xo- fxo).
This is a contradiction. Therefore f has a fixed point.

In particular, if E is locally convex and W(x) is replaced by X,
then Theorem 5 reduces to Browder [1, Theorem 1J. On the other
hand, if f maps X into itself, we obtain the following:

COROLLARY 3. [3J Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a
topological vector space E having sufficiently many linear functionals and
f a continuous map of X into itself. Then f has a fixed Point.

As another consequence of Theorem 4, we have the following:
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THEOREM 6. Let H be a closed convex subset of a topological vector
spau E having sufficiently many linear functionals and f a continuous
map of H into H. If there exists a compact convex subset X of H such
that for each xEBHX, there is A<l with Ax+ (1-A)fxE1x(x), then
f has a fixed point in H.

Proof. Consider the restriction of f to X. If f has no :fixed point
in X, by Theorem 4 there exist xoEX and gEE* such that

g(xo-fxo) <0 ::;: inf g(XO-y).
yE We",,)

If xoEIHX, since fxoEH, we can choose A (O<A<l) so that Yo=Axo
+ (l-A)jxo lies in X. Hence we have

g(xo-fxo) <O::;:g(xo-yo) = (l-A)g(xo-fx o).
This is a contradiction. If xoEBHX, by the hypothesis, there exists
A<l with YO=Axo+ (l-A)fxoElx (xo). Also we have

g(xo-fxo) <O::;:g(XO-yo) = (l-A)g(xo-jxo),
which is a contradiction. Therefore f has a fixed point.

In particular, if E is locally convex and W(x) =lx(x) is replaced
by X, then Theorem 6 reduces to Takahashi [9, Theorem 7J.

We now generalize Theorem 4 to multi-valued maps. The following
definition is due to Fan [4J. Let X be a subset of a topological vector
space E. A map T of X into 2E is said to be upper demicontinuous
if for each open half-space H in E, the set {xEX: TxcH} is open
in X. An open half-space H in E is a set of the form {xEE : hx>rl
where h is a continuous linear functional, not identically zero, and r

is a real number. It is obvious that if a map T of X into 2E is upper
semicontinuous, then T is upper demicontinuous. We say that two
sets A, B in E can be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane, if
there exist hEE* and rED such that hx<r for all xEA and hy>r
for all yEB. For two sets C, D in R, C<D means that x<y for any
xEC and yED.

THEOREM 7. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topologi
cal vector space E. Let S, T be two upper demicontinuous maps of X
into 2E such that for each xEX, Sx and Tx are nonempty. Then,
either there exists yoEX jor which SYo and Tyo cannot be strictly
separated by a closed hyperplane, or there exist xoEX and gEE* such

that g(xo-Txo) <g(xo-Sxo) and 0 ::;: inf g(XO-y).
ye we",.)
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Proof. Suppose that for each xEX, Sx and Tx can be strictly
separated by a closed hyperplane. Then for each x EX, we can find
gzEE* and rzER such that gxCSx) <rz<gz(Tx). Since S, Tare
upper demicontinuous on X, there exists a neighborhood Uz of x in
X such that gz(Sy) <rz<gz(Ty) for all yE Uz. Hence x is in the
interior N(gz) of {zEX: gX(Sz) <gxCTz)}. Thus X= U N(gz). By

XEX

compactness of X, there exists a finite set {Xl> X2, ... , Xn} C X such that.
X = U N(gz'). Let {.Bi} 1;1 be a partition of unity subordinated to the

.=1 •
cover {N(gz)}. Define a real valued function p on X EE by

•
p(x, y) = 'LJJ;(x) gZi(X- y) .

• =1

By Corollary 2, there exists xoEX such that.
p(xo, y) = L; .Bi(XO) gXi (xo-y) ?:.p(xo, xo) =0

.=1

for all yE I x (xo). We also know that. .
L; f3i(XO)gz;CSxo) < L; f3i(XO)gzi( Txo).
;=1 .=1

By putting g = L; f3i(XO)gxi' we obtain the desired result for inward
case.

For outward case, define upper demicontinuous maps S', T' : X -+

2E by S'x=2x-Sx, T'x=2x-Tx, respectively. By the preceding
inward case, either there exists yoEX for which S'yO and T'yo cannot
be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane, or there exist Xo E X and
g' EE* such that g' (xo- T' xo) <g' (xo-S' xo) and o:s; inf g' (xo-z) .

.tEW(IO)

The first alternative implies that Syo and Tyo cannot be strictly
separated by a closed hyperplane. Suppose that the second one holds.
For any yEOx(xo), z=2xo-y lies in Ix(xo). Then we have

(-g') (.1:0- Txo) = (-g') (T' xo-xo) =g' (xo- T' xo)
<g' (xo-S' xo) = (-g') (S' xo-xo) = (-g') (xo-Sxo) ,

and
O:S;g' (xo-z) =g' (y-xo) = (-g') (xo-y)

for any yEOx(xo), and hence for any yEOx(xo). By putting g=-g',
we obtain the desired result for outward case.

Theorem 7 improves Takahashi [9, Theorem 8]. If S is the
identity map of X, then Theorem 7 reduces to the following generali
zation of Theorem 4.
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THEOREM 8. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topological
vector space E and T an upper demicontinuous map of X into 2E such
that for each xEX, Tx is nonempty. Then, either there exists yoEX
such that Yo and Tyo cannot be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane,
or there exist Xo E X and g E E* such that

g(xo-Txo) < 0 < inf g(xo-y).
yEW(r,)

Theorem 8 improves Takahashi [9, Theorem 9J. As a consequence
of Theorem 8, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 9. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a locally
convex topological vector space E and T an upper demicontinuous map X
into 2E such that for each xEX, Tx is nonempty, closed and convex.
If for each xEX, there exists ;'<1 such that (AX+ (I-A) Tx) n
W(x) =/=<jJ, then T has a fixed point.

Proof. Suppose T has no fixed point. By Theorem 8 there exist
Xo E X and g E E* su<;h that

g(xo-Txo) < O:S;; inf g(xo-y).
yEW(r,)

For this xo, we can choose ;'<1 and Zo E Txo such that Yo: =AXo+
(I-A)zoE W(xo). Hence we have

g(xo-zo) <O:S;;g(xo-yo) = (I-A)g(xo-zo).
This is a contradiction. Therefore T has a fixed point.

In particular, if T is upper semicontinuous and W(x) is replaced
by X, then Theorem 9 reduces to Browder [2, Theorem 3].

From Corollary 2 for a normed vector space, we obtain the following
generalization of Ky Fan [4, Theorem 2].

THEOREM 10. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a normed
vector space E and f a continuou~ map of X into E. Then there exists
Xo E X such that

IIfxo-xoll = min IIfxo-yll.
yEW(r,)

Proof. Define a real valued function g on XXE by g(x, y) =lIfx-yll.
Then g is continuous and for each xEX, the function g(x, y) of y is
convex. Thus the desired result is obvious by Corollary 2.

4:. Variational inequalities for multi-valued maps

By using Theorem 1, we generalize Theorem 2 to multi-valued
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maps for inward case.

THEOREM 11. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topologi
cal vector space E and T an upper semicontinuous map of X into 2£'*
such that for each xEX, Tx is nonempty and compact. If for each
xEX,

min max (g, x-y)=max min (g, x-y),
yeX gETz geTz ,EX

then there exist xoEX and goE Txo such that (go, xo-y) ~ 0 for all
yElx(xo).

Proof. Define a real valued function f on XXX by
f(x, y) =max (g, x-y).

geTz

For any yEX and cER, put A= {xEX : f(x, y) ~c}. We show that
if {xa : aEI} is a net in A converging to xo, then xoEA. For each
Xa there exists gaE TXa such that (ga' xa-y) ~c. Since U{Tx : xEX}
is compact, {gal has a subnet {ga'} converging to go. Since T is upper
semicontinuous, goE Txo. Also we have c:s:; li'fn(ga" xa'-y) = (go,

a'

xo-y). Hence xoEA. That is, the function f(x, y) of x is upper semi
continuous. It is obvious that the function f(x, y) of y is convex and
f(x, x) =0 for all xEX. By Theorem 1 for - f, there exists XoEX
such that max (g, xo-y)~O for all yEX. Since

geTzo

min max (g, xo-y)=max min(g, XO-y),
yEX gETzo gETIo yeX

we have goE Txo such that (go, xo-y) ~ 0 for all yEX. For yE
Ix(xo)\X, y=xo+r(u-xo) for some uEX and r>l. So (go, xo-y)=
r(go,xo-u)20. Hence (gO,xo-y)20 for all yElx(xo).

Theorem 11 improves Takahashi [9, Theorem 21J. In particular, if
Tx is convex, the minimax equality in Theorem 11 holds. So we have
the following corollary which is an extension of Browder [2, Theorem

6J.
COROLLARY 4. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of a topologi

cal vector space Eand T an upper semicontinuous map of X into 2£'* such
that for each xEX, Tx is nonempty, compact and convex. Then there
exist xoEX and goETxo such that (gO,xO-y)20 for all yE1x(xo).

Proof. We need only show that for each xEX,
min max (g, x-y)=max min (g, x-y).
yeX geTz gETz yeX
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Let xEX and c=max min (g, x-y>. For each gE Tx, put A(g) =
geT", yeX

{yEX: (g, x-y>:S:c}. Let {gh gz, "', gn} be a finite subset of Tx and

{rh rz, ..., rn } be nonnegative numbers with t r;=l. For tr;g;E Tx,
i=1 i=l

there is yoEX such that t r;(g;, X-Yo>=(t rig;, x-Yo) :S:c. Thus there
i=l i=l

exists zEX such that (g;, x-z>:S:c for i=1,2, ... , n. Since the family
{A(g) : gETx} has the finite intersection property and X is compact,
we have n {A(g) : gETx} =l=t/>. Let yoE n {A(g) : gETx}. Then
max (g, x-yo>:S:c. Hence we have

g

min max(g, x-y> :S:max(g, x-Yo> :S:max min(g, x-y>.
y g g g :f

On the other hand it is obvious that
max min(g, x-y>:S:minmax(g, x -y).
g:f :f g

THEOREM 12. Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of Euclidean
space Rn and T an ullPer ~emic~nti'lluous map of X into 2Rn such that for
each xEX, Tx is nonempty and compact. If for each xEX,

min max (z-x, x-y>=max min(z-x, x-y>,
:lEX zETz zeTx ,eX

then there exist xoEX and zoETxo such that (zo-xo, xo-Y> 2.0 for all
yE1x(xo).

Proof. Setting f(x, y) =max (z-x, x-y> for x, yEX and applying
zeTx

the argument in Theorem 11, we obtain the desired result.

Theorem 12 improves Takahashi [9, Theorem 22J.

CoROLLARY 5. Let X be a nonemPty compact convex subset of Euclidean
space Rn and T an upper semicontinuous map of X into 2R" such that for
each xEX, Tx is nonempty, compact and convex. Then there exist
xoEX and zoETxo such that (zo-xo, xo-Y> 2.0 for all yE1x(xo).

Proof. We need only show that for each xEX,

min max (z-x, x-y>=max min (z-x, x-y>.
yeX zeTz zeTz yeX

This follows from the argument in Corollary 4.

In Theorem 12, if T is a map of X into 2x , by putting y=Zo, we
obtain Zo=xo, that is, xoE Txo. In particular, the Kakutani fixed
point theorem is obtained.
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CoROLLARY 6. [7J Let X be a nonempty compact convex subset of
Eulidean space Rn and T an upper semicontinuous map of X into 2x

such that for each xEX, Tx is nonempty, compact and convex. Then
T has a fixed point.
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